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Everything You Need To Know About The Law
Of Attraction Bob Doyle is universally
compatible with any devices to read

The Trouble with
Passion Univ of
California Press
Wall Street Journal
Business Bestseller A
Financial Times
Business Book of the
Month Named by
The Washington
Post as One of the 11
Leadership Books to
Read in 2018 From
the New York Times
bestselling coauthor
of Great by Choice
comes an
authoritative,
practical guide to
individual

performance—based
on analysis from an
exhaustive,
groundbreaking
study. Why do some
people perform
better at work than
others? This
deceptively simple
question continues to
confound
professionals in all
sectors of the
workforce. Now,
after a unique, five-
year study of more
than 5,000 managers
and employees,
Morten Hansen
reveals the answers in
his “Seven Work
Smarter Practices”
that can be applied
by anyone looking to
maximize their time
and performance.

Each of Hansen’s
seven practices is
highlighted by
inspiring stories from
individuals in his
comprehensive
study. You’ll meet
a high school
principal who
engineered a
dramatic turnaround
of his failing high
school; a rural Indian
farmer determined to
establish a better way
of life for women in
his village; and a
sushi chef, whose
simple preparation
has led to his
restaurant (tucked
away under a Tokyo
subway station
underpass) being
awarded the
maximum of three
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Michelin stars.
Hansen also explains
how the way Alfred
Hitchcock filmed
Psycho and the 1911
race to become the
first explorer to reach
the South Pole both
illustrate the use of
his seven practices
(even before they
were identified).
Each chapter
contains questions
and key insights to
allow you to assess
your own
performance and
figure out your work
strengths, as well as
your weaknesses.
Once you
understand your
individual style, there
are mini-quizzes,
questionnaires, and
clear tips to assist you
focus on a strategy to
become a more
productive worker.

Extensive, accessible,
and friendly, Great at
Work will help you
achieve more by
working less, backed
by unprecedented
statistical analysis.
The
Essential
Wayne Dyer
Collection
Trafford
Publishing
Do you want
to know how
some of the
skills we
generally
tend to
ignore, play
a
significant
role in our
success? How
observations
led to
important
scientific

inventions?
How the Suez
Canal helped
Mumbai to
become a
business
hub? How
world
leaders used
communicatio
n skills to
achieve
their
objectives?
How MNCs use
the power of
purpose to
connect with
customers
and
employees?
Why India is
left behind
in the
economic
race, and
how fire
helped
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humans become
wiser?
Through
various
examples and
stories, all
the above
questions
are answered
in Power of
Ignored
Skills. This
book not
only
highlights
problems but
also offer
solutions to
some of the
most complex
problems.
This book is
a handy
resource for
a student, a
leaner or
anyone
climbing the

corporate
ladders.
More than
fifty
examples and
stories make
the book
interesting.
Passion in the Bones
Shepherds Voice
Publications, Inc.
A remarkable guide
to the quests that give
our lives
meaning—and how to
find your own—from
the New York Times
bestselling author of
The $100 Startup and
100 Side Hustles “If
you like complacency
and mediocrity, do
not read this book.
It’s dangerously
inspiring.”—A. J.
Jacobs, author of The
Know-It-All When
he set out to visit all
of the planet’s
countries by age
thirty-five,

compulsive goal-
seeker Chris
Guillebeau never
imagined that his
journey’s biggest
revelation would be
how many people like
himself exist—each
pursuing a
challenging quest.
These quests are as
diverse as humanity
itself, involving
exploration, the
pursuit of athletic or
artistic excellence, or
battling against
injustice and poverty.
Everywhere that Chris
visited he found
ordinary people
working toward
extraordinary goals,
making daily down
payments on their
dreams. These
“questers” included a
suburban mom
pursuing a wildly
ambitious culinary
project, a DJ
producing the world’s
largest symphony, a
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young widower
completing the tasks
his wife would never
accomplish—and
scores of others
writing themselves
into the record books.
The more Chris spoke
with these strivers, the
more he began to
appreciate the direct
link between questing
and long-term
happiness, and he was
compelled to
complete a
comprehensive study
of the phenomenon. In
The Happiness of
Pursuit, he draws on
interviews with
hundreds of questers,
revealing their secret
motivations, their
selection criteria, the
role played by friends
and family, their
tricks for solving
logistics, and the
importance of
documentation.
Equally fascinating is
Chris’s examination

of questing’s other
side. What happens
after the summit is
climbed, the painting
hung, the endurance
record broken, the at-
risk community
saved? A book that
challenges each of us
to take control—to
make our lives be
about something
while at the same time
remaining clear-eyed
about the
commitment—The
Happiness of Pursuit
will inspire readers of
every age and
aspiration. It’s a
playbook for making
your life count. “The
Happiness of Pursuit
is smart, honest, and
dangerous. Why
dangerous? Because it
is as practical as it is
inspiring. You won’t
just be daydreaming
about your
quest—you’ll be
packing for
it!”—Brené Brown,

Ph.D., LMSW, author
of Daring Greatly
Great at Work
BenBella Books
If you're thinking
about buying this
book, it's probably
because it feels like
something's missing
in your career.
Guess what? It
could be YOU.
Whether you're
living for the
weekends or
counting the
minutes until 5 pm
every day, life is too
short to wish it
away because you
feel stuck in your
job. The good news
is that you have the
power to stop living
on autopilot and
turn your career
around. "Follow
your passion," "find
your purpose," and
"do what you love"
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have joined the
parade of bland
directives that aren't
doing much to
actually help you
figure out what
you're meant to do
with your career.
Instead, they only
create more
confusion. If all we
had to do is "follow
our bliss" . . . why
aren't we blissful
yet? The truth is, the
best career is not
one where you only
do what you love,
but one where you
honor who you are.
In You Turn,
counterterrorism
professional turned
career coach Ashley
Stahl shares the
strategies she's used
to help thousands
ditch their Monday
blues, get clarity on
what work lights

them up, and devise
an action plan to
create a career they
love. This book
gives readers access
to Stahl's coveted
11-step roadmap
that has guided
thousands of
coaching clients in
31 countries to self-
discovery and
success. Throughout
her process, you'll:
‧ Discover your
Core Skillset.
Uncover your gifts
and talents to create
an intentional career
path that's fulfilling
and aligned with
who you are—and
what you're good at.
‧ Understand your
"Inner Money
Blueprint." Discover
the root of your
money mindset, and
how to break free of
financial limitation.

‧ Clarify your Core
Interests. Identify
the difference
between a passion,
gift, and calling so
you can get clear on
what's meant to be a
hobby-and what's
meant to be a
career! ‧ Become
your own coach.
Walk away with a
unique set of tools
for staying true to
your best self in
times of stress,
frustration, or
anxiety. Whether
you're considering a
career pivot, or just
curious about what
else is possible for
you, it's time to
make a "you
turn"—to get
unstuck, discover
your true self, and
thrive (not just
survive) in your
career.
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Wealth Beyond
Reason Hay
House, Inc
Do you have the
sense that you
were born to do
something more
with your life but
you don’t know
what that is? Do
you long to step
into your power
and live a life of
passion? Do you
wish to be of
greater service?
Are you willing to
follow your soul's
desire? Join
master teacher,
Pagan, and
mystic T. Thorn
Coyle in activating
the magical
formula known
the Four Powers
of the Sphinx.
These four
powers — To
Know, To Will, To

Dare, and To Keep
Silence — help
bring about a
profound shift in
how we view and
move through the
world. They will
point you toward
your highest
purpose and show
you what to do,
both practically
and spiritually,
once you’ve
found it. They will
lead you to a life
of magic. Find
your soul’s work.
Follow desire. Live
a life that matters.
From the
introduction:
"Working magic
means showing up
with your demons
and your divinity,
your sorrow and
your joy. Alchemy
only happens
when we are

willing to go
through the
processes of
gathering
together, refining,
pouring, and
solidifying. In the
end, we have
something fine to
hold."
Follow Your
Passion, Find
Your Power
Harmony
In the Flow:
Passion, Purpose
and the Power of
Mindfulness will
change the way
you live your life! In
clear and
captivating style,
neuroscientist, Dr.
Deborah Norris,
lays out new
theories in the
science of
mindfulness,
revealing how
simple practices
are able to help
remove our
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roadblocks to health
and happiness. You
can get back In the
Flow and live the
life of your own
choosing by
identifying and
using mindfulness
practices that work
for you.
Make Magic of
Your Life
Penguin
Do you need
inspiration and
support in
becoming more
fit? Then Power
Source for
Women is the
book for you. It:
Helps you get in
touch with your
current fitness
level -- mental,
emotional, and
physical
Encourages you
to achieve and
sustain optimum
health as you age

Promotes self-
acceptance, self-
awareness, self-
esteem, fitness,
and a healthy
body as part of a
"virtuous circle"
You Turn
AMACOM
Who hasn’t
asked the
question “How
can I find and
follow my true
calling?” Elle
Luna frames this
moment as
“standing at the
crossroads of
Should and
Must.” “Should”
is what we feel
we ought to be
doing, or what is
expected of us.
“Must” is the
thing we dream
of doing, our

heart’s desire.
And it was her
own personal
journey that
inspired Elle
Luna to write a
brief online
manifesto that, in
a few short
months, has
touched
hundreds of
thousands of
people who’ve
read it or heard
Elle speak on the
topic. Now Ms.
Luna expands
her ideas into an
inspirational,
highly visual gift
book for every
recent graduate,
every artist,
every seeker,
every career
changer. The
Crossroads of
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Should and Must
has a universal
message—we get
to choose the
path between
Should and
Must. And it
gives every
reader
permission to
embrace this
message. It’s
about the
difference
between jobs,
careers, and
callings. The
difference
between going to
work and
becoming one
with your work.
Why knowing
what you want is
often the hardest
part. It gives eye-
opening
techniques for

reconnecting with
one’s inner
voice, like writing
your own
obituary (talk
about putting life
in perspective). It
talks about the
most common
fears of choosing
Must over
Should—money,
time, space, and
the ultimate fear:
total
vulnerability—and
shores up our
hesitation with
inspiring stories
of and quotes
from the artists
and writers and
thinkers who’ve
faced their own
crossroads of
Should and Must
and taken the
leap. It explains

the importance of
mistakes, of
“unlearning,” of
solitude, of
keeping moving,
of following a
soul path.
Presented in four
chapters—The
Crossroads, The
Origin of Should,
Must, and The
Return—inspired
by the hero’s
journey outlined
by Joseph
Campbell, The
Crossroads of
Should and Must
guides us from
the small
moment,
discovering our
Must, to the big 
moment—actually
doing something
about it, and
returning to
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share our new
gifts with the
world.
The Crossroads
of Should and
Must CreateSpace
Everyone deserves
to make their
dreams a reality.
What dreams of
yours have you
deferred for too
long? It’s all too
common for our
passions to fall by
the wayside
amongst the daily
grind of ordinary
living. Are you
ready to take one
step today toward
answering your
heart’s calling and
fulfilling your
destiny?In The
Pursuit of Dreams,
Dr. Dragos shares
the deeply personal
experience of how
he accomplished
his
dreams—including

traveling to the North
and South Poles
without any money
or connections—to
show how you can
reclaim your power
and take charge of
your life by listening
to the voice of
Truth. Travel the
world with Dr.
Dragos, go behind
the scenes in
Silicon Valley and
NASA
headquarters, and
meet an eclectic
cast of characters,
including a Buddhist
teacher, an Army
veteran, a monk
from Transylvania,
an innovator at
Google, and a
NASA legend. Their
fascinating
conversations
connect science,
spirituality, and
entrepreneurship to
inspire and
empower you to
realize your

dreams.
In the Flow Simon
and Schuster
From the team that
brought you The
Obstacle Is the
Way and Ego Is the
Enemy, a beautiful
daily devotional of
Stoic
meditations—an
instant Wall Street
Journal and USA
Today Bestseller.
Why have history's
greatest
minds—from George
Washington to
Frederick the Great
to Ralph Waldo
Emerson, along
with today's top
performers from
Super Bowl-
winning football
coaches to CEOs
and celebrities—em
braced the wisdom
of the ancient
Stoics? Because
they realize that the
most valuable
wisdom is timeless
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and that philosophy
is for living a better
life, not a classroom
exercise. The Daily
Stoic offers 366
days of Stoic
insights and
exercises, featuring
all-new translations
from the Emperor
Marcus Aurelius,
the playwright
Seneca, or slave-
turned-philosopher
Epictetus, as well
as lesser-known
luminaries like
Zeno, Cleanthes,
and Musonius
Rufus. Every day of
the year you'll find
one of their pithy,
powerful quotations,
as well as historical
anecdotes,
provocative
commentary, and a
helpful glossary of
Greek terms. By
following these
teachings over the
course of a year
(and, indeed, for

years to come) you'll
find the serenity,
self-knowledge, and
resilience you need
to live well.
A Life Full of
Passion, Purpose
and Power!
Createspace
Independent
Publishing Platform
This book was
designed to help
you rediscover your
purpose in life,
create goals to
follow your dreams
and passions,
teach you how to
keep up with those
goals, help you
eliminate
distractions and
negative people,
and overall make a
difference in your
community and
yourself. Set goals,
prioritize them, and
initiate an action
plan to get on your
way to living a
more fulfilling life.

You can succeed at
achieving your life
goals. All it takes is
determination,
motivation, and
relentlessness and
you can live the
lifestyle of your
dreams! By finding
your purpose and
your passion in life
you can lead a
happier and
healthier life! Take
the first step to find
your direction in life
and this book will
give you some tips,
experiences, and
exercises to set
your life in motion.
Discover Your
Passion,
Release Your
Power Hampton
Roads
Publishing
This book,
"FOLLOW
YOUR
PASSION...FIN
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D YOUR
PURPOSE" is a
self-help book to
whatever goal /
vison / dream
that YOU want to
achieve.
Whether it is
personal or
professional, this
book offers the
guidelines to a
better YOU
throughout
any/all of YOUR
endeavors. We
ALL have a
calling in this
lifetime and it is
up to YOU to
decide on what
YOUR calling is.
People ask,
"What is my
purpose?" Well,
What is it that
you have been
so passionate to

achieve? What is
it in YOUR heart
that you have
always felt
compelled to
accomplish,
since that
passion was
placed in your
heart at a very
early age?
Understand,
most people will
not understand
what you are
called to do...nor
do you owe them
any explanation
as that is
between you and
the Universe.
The problem is,
there are so
many people
who need to
concentrate on
what their own
passion / goals /

dreams are and
NOT to be
concerned about
what someone
else's is. Know
that NO ONE
else holds your
future...not even
your friends, your
family, etc. Know
how important
YOU are and
that it is YOU
who has been
chosen to the
calling YOU
were/are meant
to complete. The
bottom line
is...YOUR gifts
and talents have
been bestowed
upon YOU for
what YOU are
called to do.
Through this,
these things
have been given
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unto you by
Source / Higher
Power / Universe
...whatever or
whoever as you
want to call or
label it by. With
that on YOUR
side no one or
nothing will
succeed in
stopping
you...only if you
"allow" it / them
to do so. YOUR
best days are yet
ahead of YOU,
but only if you do
YOUR part and
"allow" your
Source / Higher
Power / Universe
to do what you
cannot do. May
this book,
"FOLLOW YOUR
PASSION...FIND
YOUR

PURPOSE" be a
solid foundation
to encourage
YOU in ALL that
YOU do!
Remember...in
questioning
YOUR purpose,
just follow YOUR
passion.
Power and Passion
Hampton Roads
Publishing
Because of The
Secret, the Law of
Attraction has
become a
worldwide
phenomena yet
many people are
not getting the
results they want
and have been left
disappointed and
confused. In this
book, Bob Doyle
addresses head-on
the objections,
questions, and
comments that
readers still have

about how to make
the The Law of
Attraction work in
their lives. And in
doing so, he
presents what has
to be the clearest
and most user-
friendly approach to
the Law of
Attraction. In Follow
Your Passion, Find
Your Power, Bob
makes it clear that
the law is not a
personal
development tool
you can use the
right way or wrong
way; it's a profound
statement of how
energy works in the
universe. It has to
do with paying
attention,
recognizing where
you are, and
aggressively striving
for what you want. It
is all about passion,
vison, and purpose.
The book lays out a
very clear process
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for creating
abundance and
happiness in life; a
process that
involves the
following Getting a
clear vision for your
life Tapping into the
power of your
passions Living
your life by design
Forceful,
passionate, and
down-to-earth, this
is a book that
provides concrete
advice for taking
control of your life
and getting the
things you want.
Little Bets Weiser
Books
Fourteen years
ago, Elaine
Howard stumbled
into a rock shop
and bought a
fateful souvenir- a
little dinosaur
tooth- that would
change her life
forever. Elaine’s

interest in that
fossil not only
awakened her
passion for
paleontology but
transformed her
life from one of
negativity and
hopelessness to
one of excitement
and adventure. On
the surface, it
appeared
dinosaurs brought
Elaine back to life.
In reality, it was
her change in
mental focus that
radically
transformed her
life for the better.
Don’t wait to find
your life-changing
passion by
chance. You have
the power to take
control and initiate
your own positive
transformation. In
Passion in the

Bones, Elaine
provides a step-by-
step guide to
finding and
sustaining a
passion that will
get the positives
flowing—and keep
them flowing—in
your life.
Tips To Achieving
Your Life Goals
Radius Book
Group
In this instant
New York Times
bestseller, Angela
Duckworth shows
anyone striving to
succeed that the
secret to
outstanding
achievement is
not talent, but a
special blend of
passion and
persistence she
calls “grit.”
“Inspiration for
non-geniuses
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everywhere”
(People). The
daughter of a
scientist who
frequently noted
her lack of
“genius,” Angela
Duckworth is now
a celebrated
researcher and
professor. It was
her early eye-
opening stints in
teaching, business
consulting, and
neuroscience that
led to her
hypothesis about
what really drives
success: not
genius, but a
unique
combination of
passion and long-
term
perseverance. In
Grit, she takes us
into the field to
visit cadets
struggling through

their first days at
West Point,
teachers working
in some of the
toughest schools,
and young finalists
in the National
Spelling Bee. She
also mines
fascinating
insights from
history and shows
what can be
gleaned from
modern
experiments in
peak performance.
Finally, she shares
what she’s
learned from
interviewing
dozens of high
achievers—from JP
Morgan CEO
Jamie Dimon to
New Yorker
cartoon editor Bob
Mankoff to Seattle
Seahawks Coach
Pete Carroll.

“Duckworth’s
ideas about the
cultivation of
tenacity have
clearly changed
some lives for the
better” (The New
York Times Book
Review). Among
Grit’s most
valuable insights:
any effort you
make ultimately
counts twice
toward your goal;
grit can be
learned,
regardless of IQ or
circumstances;
when it comes to
child-rearing,
neither a warm
embrace nor high
standards will
work by
themselves; how
to trigger lifelong
interest; the magic
of the Hard Thing
Rule; and so much
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more. Winningly
personal,
insightful, and
even life-
changing, Grit is a
book about what
goes through your
head when you fall
down, and how
that—not talent or
luck—makes all the
difference. This is
“a fascinating tour
of the
psychological
research on
success” (The
Wall Street
Journal).
The Daily Stoic
Workman
Publishing
Company
Everyone imagines
top CEOs as larger-
than-life figures
who do things no
one else could. But
deep down, a good
business leader is
an everyman who

combines vision and
high energy with the
ability to connect
with and learn from
all types of people.
In The Power of
Being Yourself,
renowned business
leader Joe Plumeri
offers simple yet
profound guidance
on how to stay
positive, motivate
yourself and others,
and achieve
success in your life
and work. Plumeri's
Game Plan for
Success features
eight key principles,
from Everyone Has
the Same Plumbing,
in which his fish-out-
of-water experience
as CEO and
chairman of a
London-based
company reveals
how cultural
differences can be
overcome as people
everywhere
respond to

authenticity, to You
Gotta Have
Purpose!, which
explores the
transformative
ingredient that leads
to tangible
progress. And
because this book
is meant to be
revisited and
consulted whenever
you need fresh
inspiration or
practical advice,
The Power of Being
Yourself also
features a final
section -- Applying
the Principles --
imparting further
guidance and
checklists. By
sharing his own
experiences--and
candidly exploring
high-stakes
business decisions
along with many
personal triumphs
and
tragedies--Plumeri
explains that the
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secret to success is
found not in
boardroom strategy
or corporate
philosophy, but
rather in allowing
passion, purpose,
and true emotions
to inform your
approach and guide
your relationships.
His book is a timely
wake-up call in a
world where
heartless electronic
communication too
often takes
precedence over
genuine connection.
Plumeri reveals that
if we can live in the
moment and be
honest and true in
our emotions, the
effect carries over
into how we live all
facets of our lives.
Follow Your
Passion... Find
Your Purpose
Simon and
Schuster
PARENTING

NEVER ENDS.
From the founders
of the #1 site for
parents of teens
and young adults
comes an essential
guide for building
strong relationships
with your teens and
preparing them to
successfully launch
into adulthood The
high school and
college years: an
extended roller
coaster of
academics, friends,
first loves, first
break-ups, driver’s
ed, jobs, and
everything in
between. Kids are
constantly changing
and how we parent
them must change,
too. But how do we
stay close as a
family as our lives
move apart? Enter
the co-founders of
Grown and Flown,
Lisa Heffernan and
Mary Dell

Harrington. In the
midst of guiding
their own kids
through this
transition, they
launched what has
become the largest
website and online
community for
parents of fifteen to
twenty-five year
olds. Now they’ve
compiled new
takeaways and
fresh insights from
all that they’ve
learned into this
handy, must-have
guide. Grown and
Flown is a one-stop
resource for
parenting
teenagers, leading
up to—and
through—high school
and those first years
of independence. It
covers everything
from the
monumental (how
to let your kids go)
to the mundane
(how to shop for a
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dorm room).
Organized by
topic—such as
academics, anxiety
and mental health,
college life—it
features a
combination of
stories, advice from
professionals, and
practical sidebars.
Consider this your
parenting lifeline: an
easy-to-use manual
that offers support
and perspective.
Grown and Flown is
required reading for
anyone looking to
raise an adult with
whom you have an
enduring, profound
connection.
Follow Your
Bliss Flatiron
Books
Wealth Beyond
Reason was
written for those
who have a
strong desire for

Prosperity, and
want it to come
quickly and
naturally. By
taking a scientific
approach to
explaining the
sometimes meta
physically-
categorized "Law
of Attraction",
anyone of any
background can
claim the Life
they truly want to
live, without
limitations of any
kind. Created
with skeptics in
mind, this book
gives you a full
understanding of
nature's most
prevalent
physical law, and
shows you
precisely how to
purposefully

utilize it in the you
were intended:
To create 100%
of your Life
experience,
exactly as you
most
passionately
desire!
Make a Difference
Follow Your
Passion, Find Your
Power
A game-changing
guide for women
who want to
transform the way
they work and
create their own
success—from an
award-winning
global diversity
expert. In today’s
world, it takes more
than ambition to
succeed. It takes
intention. But
intention without
clarity, deliberate
words, and
calculated actions
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is meaningless.
According to
Michelle Gadsden-
Williams, a global
expert in diversity,
workplace culture,
and career building,
intention is more
than just setting
goals. It’s
seamlessly
executing and
achieving them. In
this groundbreaking
guide, she shows
women how to both
show up
authentically and,
more importantly,
do the work that
gets results. Her
research-based
insights, real-world
strategies, and self-
empowering
exercises provide
all the tools you
need to: Create
clear goals and
intentions—then
follow through with
words and actions.
Bridge the gap

between who you
are and how you
present yourself at
work. Pursue what
matters most by
aligning your goals
and behaviors with
your values.
"Strengthen your
squad" and build
authentic,
affirmative
relationships.
Navigate career
“swerves” and
avoid the fallout
from burnout.
Driven by Intention
not only offers
practical advice on
a wide range of
workplace
challenges, it
explores the
inspiring successes
(and occasional
stumbles) of real
working women
today—including
Mellody Hobson,
President and Co-
CEO of the largest
black-owned asset

management firm,
Ariel Investments;
Georgene Huang
and Romy
Newman, the CEO
and Co-Founder
and President and
Co-Founder of
Fairygodboss; Sheri
Salata who had
extraordinary
success as the Co-
President of the
Oprah Winfrey
Network and
President of
Winfrey’s Harpo
Productions; and
Angela Yee the host
of the wildly
popular, nationally
syndicated morning
show, The
Breakfast Club,
along with DJ Envy
and Charlamagne
tha God. Filled with
unvarnished truths,
hard-won wisdom,
hands-on tips, and
heartfelt insights,
Driven by Intention
is a book for impact
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seekers who want to
make a real
difference at work,
in the world, and in
their own lives—on
their own terms.
Grit Simon and
Schuster
From the
founder of the
influential
website Career
Contessa, an
invaluable
career resource
for women
feeling stuck or
unfulfilled that
combines
actionable
advice, learning
tools to make
impactful life
changes, and an
in-depth
discussion of
how to build a
meaningful
career on your

terms. With her
popular website
Career
Contessa,
Lauren
McGoodwin built
an audience of
ambitious,
professional,
millennial women
who thought they
did everything
right—they got the
degree, the
internship, and
even the
promotion—but
still wondered
why they felt
stuck and
unfulfilled. The
first site of its
kind to focus on
the unique,
complex aspects
of women's
careers, Career
Contessa offers

women the smart
advice they
deserve, in a
voice that
resonates.
Drawing on the
insights and
lessons
developed from
Career
Contessa, Power
Moves is the
essential
handbook that
helps
professional
women truly feel
understood so
they can bypass
perfection and
planning and
head straight to
evolving.
McGoodwin
addresses young
professionals’
number-one
concern: career
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transitions and
growth, and
engages them
with specific
goals, including:
What is a Power
Move and why
they matter
Cutting out
comparison,
shame, and self-
loathing How to
abandon the
elusive “dream
job” Embracing
your inner
questioner, your
inner quester,
and your inner-
quitter Making
money moves
and taking
control of your
financial future
Tuning out from
the noise and
tuning into your
voice Power

Moves is filled
with the
information,
guidance,
advice, and
essential tools,
(including helpful
graphics) that
can help women
take decisive,
bold steps
without self-
doubt and fear,
Power Moves
shows women
how to build a
successful
career on their
own terms.
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